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Access and Travel Tips
for San’in, Japan
Check it out!

AIR PLANE

BUS

RAILWAY

https://www.sanin-tourism.com/en/access

FOR MORE INFORMATION
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Matsubagani (Snow crab)
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https://www.westjr.co.jp/global/en/ticket/pass/
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main events of 2018 - “Mt. Daisen 1300 Years of History Festival”
and “Fumaiko 200th Anniversary Festival” . It will also feature the

桜

大山

不昧公

DISCOVER ANOTHER JAPAN FREE PAPER Vol. 2 will feature two

cherry blossoms of the San’ in region, which are expected to bloom
just after publication.
We will give you details on how to get to events during the cherry
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FREE MAGAZINE
DISCOVER ANOTHER
JAPAN FREE MAGAZINE
will introduce you to the
“real Japan” . It is scheduled to be published next
spring, and is a must-have
on your travels!

SAN’IN
Area
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4F 311 Suehiro-cho Yonago City, Tottori, 683-0043, Japan
Phone +81-859-21-1502 Fax +81-859-21-1524

san’in tourism
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ROUTE ROMANTIQUE SAN’IN WEB SITE

https://www.sanin-tourism.com/
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HAGI
Area
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search

https://www.sanin-tourism.com/en/

Route Romantique San’ in stretches from Tottori Prefecture and Shimane Prefecture to
Hagi City in Yamaguchi Prefecture. It is a region of stunning nature and romantic
myths, with the oldest history in Japan. Here you will find the “real Japan” , which has
existed since ancient times. A visit is sure to lead to some wonderful encounters.
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blossom viewing season, so you don’ t get lost! It’ s going to be fun!

San'in Tourism Organization
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KYOTO

OKAYAMA

1 hr. 35 min.
Hong Kong

HIGHEST-QUALITY

EASY TO GET TO

Haneda (TOKYO)
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When it snows, sound fades away, and silence falls over the area.

popular throughout Japan. The crab is mainly caught in the Sea of

Relaxing in an onsen in winter, especially after snowfall, is a magical

Japan, and this brand of high quality crab is caught in the San’ in

experience, in which you can feel the stillness of the world.
Misasa Onsen, which is known as a historic hot spring resort, is

Compared to Tarabagani (Red king crab) and Kegani (Horsehair crab),

located an hour away by car from Tottori Airport and Yonago Airport.

the meat is moist, soft and sweet, and the innards are rich and

Many great writers have visited the onsen to take in the refined

flavorful. Those who love the crab say it offers an authentic taste, and

atmosphere. The main feature is the bathtub which gives the illusion

the number of visitors who come to the San’ in region from afar,

that it is submerged in the river. Relaxing in the bath on the riverbed

including from overseas, to sample this delight, is increasing.

in the still air, while listening to the murmuring river and enjoying the

The filling Tarabagani, and the Kegani, with its tasty innards, are

snowy landscape, is a luxurious way to pass the time. The chill of the

definitely worth sampling, but in this season, we highly recommend

air refreshes your mind and the water warms your body, so you can

you give Matsuba Crab a try!

enjoy soaking in the onsen for longer than usual.
When using an onsen in Japan, be sure to obey the rules and

The male snow crab caught in Shimane, Tottori, Hyogo and Kyoto is called Matsuba Crab. It is such
a delicacy that it has even been offered as a gift to the Imperial Household. The crab caught off the
coast of Fukui is called Echizen Crab. The red snow crab and snow crab appear similar, however,
they are different types of crab. The red snow crab is generally lower in price, but both are tasty in
their own way. The fishing season also differs.

etiquette, and enjoy bathing with others!

ECHIZEN CRAB

Onsen rules
No drunkenness

No tattoos

No bringing of items

No eating
or drinking

KYOTO

No swimming,
no noise

No smartphones
or cameras

OSAKA

No taking space
for oneself
or reserving spaces

No washing
in the bathtub

MATSUBA CRAB

ISHIKAWA

FUKUI

SAN’IN
TOTTORI
SHIMANE

TARABAGANI

KEGANI

Tarabagani is mainly caught in Hokkaido, however, in
recent years, most have been imported. It is actually
related to the hermit crab, and is known for its rich
filling meat. It is in season in Hokkaido in spring.

The sweet meat and odorless innards are
superb. It can be caught throughout the year, but
it is in season from autumn to spring. It is sold
as a premium kind of crab.

HYOGO

YAMAGUCHI

PACIFIC OCEAN

No laundry
or hair dyeing

H OW T O E A T C R A B

There are many ways to enjoy crab.
We introduce a few of these here.

Zuwaigani (Snow crab) and
Beni zuwaigani (Red snow crab) fishing seasons
Nov. 6th

Mar. 20th
ZUWAIGANI (MALE)

Nov. 6th

Jan. 10th

ZUWAIGANI (FEMALE)

Jun. 30th

Sep. 1st
BENI ZUWAIGANI

Boiled crab

Grilled crab

Simmered crab

This is the most popular way of
eating crab, and you can fully enjoy
its flavor and sweetness. Mind you
don’t get so enthralled by its
tastiness that you forget to talk!

Grilling the crab over charcoal
brings out the aroma of the sea
and increases the sweetness.
The piping hot soft meat goes
well with sake.

When simmered together with
vegetables or other ingredients,
the flavors complement each
other and the tender meat has
an exquisite taste.

Raw crab

Crab innards and eggs

Korazake

Dip the raw crab in soy sauce
and crab innards and enjoy.
The sweet creamy meat has a
delightful texture and flavor.

The meat, innards and eggs of
crab can all be enjoyed. The
rich flavor is so good it leaves
you wanting more.

The remaining meat and innards
are placed in a crab shell, Japanese
sake is poured over them and then
they are cooked. The umami of the
crab and the flavor of the sake
make the perfect combination!

PLAC ES YOU C AN EAT C RAB

Compared to the male snow crab, which has a fishing season of four months, and the female
snow crab, which has a fishing season of two months, the red snow crab can be caught over a
period of nine months. As such, it is generally lower in price. Matsuba Crab is a superior
brand of the male snow crab. Each kind of crab is delicious in its own way.
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* Other rules will be displayed at the onsen
location, so be sure to check them before
bathing.

10min
about 100 in total
won 1st prize
years
,
over 1 000
only

from
airports

The San’in region is unusual in that it has onsen just 10
minutes from the airports, and almost 100 water sources.

of history

The area has an abundance of waters which are called
“Bihada-no-yu”, or water for beautiful skin. The region has
been selected as the number one place in Japan for
beautiful skin. There are many onsen which have a history
of over 1,000 years.

ONSEN, MATSUBA CRAB ,
SAKE - THE PERFECT PLAN
IN SAN’IN!
When talking of the tastes of winter in Japan, crab and Japanese
sake are sure to be high on the list. This is a delightful combination for
many Japanese people. Add in an onsen, and you have the perfect
travel plan. The San’ in region has all of these things!
Why not take a trip to San’ in this winter? You are sure to find a
Japan you never knew existed.

Enjoy Matsuba Crab in San’ in while it is in season!

Check pages 3 and 4 for restaurants and hotels in the
San’ in region which serve crab.

ONSEN温 泉

Matsuba Crab is the brand name of the male snow crab, and it is

region between November and March.

MATSUBA CRAB (SNOW CRAB)

is AWESOME!

SPECIAL MERITS OF
SAN’IN ONSEN

MATSUBA CRAB松 葉 蟹

WINTER in SAN’IN

PART 1

LIST OF ONSEN IN SAN’IN

Check pages 3 and 4 for onsen areas in the San’ in region.
２
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Easy access to San’in
from Tokyo, Kyoto, Osaka, Hiroshima and Okayama!
IZUMO
ENMUSUBI
AIRPORT

The San’ in region has many onsen, ski slopes and sightseeing spots which can be reached
within 100 minutes from its airports! If you land at Haneda and decide you want to go skiing,
you can be on the ski slopes in three hours.
OKI ISLANDS
GLOBAL GEOPARK
AIRPORT

Onsen resort facing Lake Shinji

MATSUESHINJIKO
ONSEN
●NANIWA ISSUI
●MINAMIKAN etc.

Enjoy crab
after a beautifying bath
●SHOUEN
●YUYADO SOUAN
●YUMOTO YUNOKAWA

Enjoy views of Lake Shinji

Big portions!

SUITENKAKU

MATSUYA

Overlooks a gorge
Japan’ s oldest onsen,
appearing in legends

Enjoy crab at Iwami Ginzan

YUZURIHA

TAMATSUKURI ONSEN
●MATSUNOYU
●MINAMI etc.

Unusual onsen
with 2 water sources

YUNOTSU ONSEN

Stunning views of the sunset
over Lake Shinji

1,350-year-old beautifying onsen

TOKYO

ARIFUKU ONSEN

Gaze out at the sea of clouds

Relax in a traditional house

SANBE ONSEN

NUSHIYA
Panoramic views of
the Sea of Japan

Crab and fresh seafood

ARAISO ONSEN

KANISHO

Soak directly in the source
of this healing water

CHIHARA ONSEN
For all - from beginners
to experts

Enjoy the great views

ARAISOKAN

KOTOBIKI
FOREST PARK
SKI AREA

Popular for its
beauty essence-like quality

HAGI IWAMI
AIRPORT

TAMATSUKURI
INTERNATIONAL
HOTEL

MIMATA ONSEN

Enjoy snowy scenery
while bathing

●KAIKE

KIKUNOYA
●IKOITEI KIKUMAN
●MITSUI BEKKAN
●FUYOU BEKKAN
●YURURI etc.

Near the port
for freshness

TACHIKUEKYO ONSEN

OSAKA
HIROSHIMA OKAYAMA

KAIKE ONSEN
●TOUKOUEN

YUNOKAWA ONSEN

SAN’IN

TOTTORI
SAND DUNES
CONAN
AIRPORT

Largest onsen resort
in San’ in

One of Japan’ s top 3
beautifying waters

OKI ISLANDS

KYOTO

YONAGO
KITARO
AIRPORT

Enjoy views of Lake Togo
●BOKORO

etc.

TOTTORI ONSEN

TOGO ONSEN

1,200-year-old onsen

KAGAMIGANARU
SKI AREA

Cuisine prepared
with loving care

Matsuba Crab from
Sakai Fishing Port

KASUITEI

UNABARASOU

IWAI ONSEN
Forest course with many variations
Enjoy fresh seafood by the sea

HAMAMURA ONSEN
Slopes right in front of
the parking area

MASUMIZU PLATEAU
SKI RESORT

N

A romantic onsen

Has abundant snowfall

●NIHONKAI
●YUMIGAHAMA

RYOKAN
MARUSHIGE
●WATANABE RYOKAN
●KANEMASA HAMASHITA
SHOTEN
etc.
Within walking distance
of Tottori Station

●YOJOKAN

DAISEN
WHITE RESORT
SKI AREA

Has a 1,300m-long
course

OKUDAISEN
SKI AREA

WAKASA HYONOSEN
SKI AREA

Relax in the historic town

SHIKANO ONSEN
Riverbed outdoor bath
is recommended

MISASA ONSEN
One of Japan’s leading
radium springs

HANAMIYAMA
SKI AREA

OKUIZUMO
BIHADA ONSENKYO

HAWAI ONSEN

Slopes with
views of the sea

Has an extremely
long course

Resort with one of Japan’ s
top 3 onsen for beautiful skin

Popular with couples

GOEN YUIN

Fresh crab from Karo Fishing Port
●ONSEN

SEKIGANE
ONSEN

Luxurious crab from Karo Fishing Port
●MISASAKAN
●MANSUIROU
●IZANRO

KYOTO

IWASAKI

●HASHIZUYA
●HANAYA

BEKKAN

5 min. from the station to slopes

MIINOHARA SKI AREA

Beautifying water in the mountains

ASAHI ONSEN
Snowboard on all days

ASAHI TENGUSUTON
SNOW PARK

Relax in 3 kinds of baths

TADA ONSEN

HAGI

YAMAGUCHI

San’ in’ s secluded onsen

Feel at one with nature

OTANI ONSEN

MIZUHO HIGHLAND

HIROSHIMA

Many onsen in the
“little Kyoto” of San’ in!

TSUWANO ONSEN

HYOGO

OKAYAMA

Relax surrounded by greenery

MUIKAICHI ONSEN

Access the URL to get
Get more details
even more information!
on your PC or
smartphone!
* Image of use. ( The actual screen may differ )
Easy trip around San’in
at great rates and privileges!

Admissions to

32facilities

Visit Sanin
Tourist Pass

Privileges given at

74 facilities

This app is a must-have when traveling around the San’ in region!
It gives you admission to 32 facilities and privileges at 75 facilities
in the San’ in area. It is also packed with convenient functions.
Check it out in the store!

Scan the QR code and access the URL to get information on many more
tourist spots. Check it out! (Access the following URL on your PC!)

https://goo.gl/qeQs47
Tottori Airport / Yonago Airport

1-day
Pass
(24h)

３

¥2,000
Child

(6 -11 years)

¥1,000

3-day
Pass
(72h)

¥4,000
Child

(6 -11 years)

¥2,000

How
nice!

Rental car
discount
campaign!

Until

Mar. 31

MAP
Target

Persons using Tottori Airport or Yonago Airport and
spending one night or more in Tottori Prefecture.

Privileges Up to
Up to

2018

3,000 yen off the basic rental car fee

8,000 yen off

Up to

for vehicles carrying 7 people or more

Check
the
website!

2,000 yen off fees for options

* Offer ends as soon as the budget is used.
* Limited to use of airport rental cars from Tottori Airport and Yonago Airport which are returned within Tottori Prefecture.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
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is AWESOME!

The boat just manages to pass under the low bridges, giving
you a thrilling experience.

The snow is moist, and perfect for snowball fights.

HAVE YOU EVER SEEN
SUCH BEAUTIFUL

SNOW?

Snowshoeing in Tottori!
Enjoy the stillness of a
winter wonderland!

The San’ in region has one of West Japan’ s leading snow

resorts located just an hour from the airport. You can enjoy
onsen, crab cuisine and winter sports all in the same compact
area. The snow that falls in the San’ in region is perfect for fun
activities such as snowball fights and making snowmen!
You can also try walking in snowshoes. You wear special shoes

that prevent your feet from sinking, and enjoy walking on the

Fun in the snow and lunch!
A one-day walking tour
at Mt. Daisen

Gazing out at Matsue Castle, a National Treasure, as the snow falls silently and the cold breeze blows against your cheeks, is a dignified and charming experience.

Matsue City, Shimane Prefecture, is home to Matsue Castle, a National
Treasure. The Horikawa Sightseeing Boat sails around the moat surrounding
the castle. The scenery of Matsue viewed from the water is beautiful, and the

the roof of the boat must fold down in order to pass through. The passengers
must also lie down. This is one of the fun aspects of the Horikawa Sightseeing
https://asoview.com/en/act/140/

https://asoview.com/en/act/142/

Enjoy winter at Mt. Hyono, which is around an hour
from Tottori Airport. If you are wearing snowshoes, you
can enter a forest not usually open to the public. Everyone, from children to adults, can enjoy playing in the
fluffy snow and winter nature viewing. A guide with
expert knowledge of Mt. Hyono will accompany you.

Snow resort Daisen is located around an hour from
Yonago Airport. In the morning, you set off wearing snow
shoes, and enjoy stunning views and sliding downhill. A
hot lunch is prepared for you to enjoy on the snow. This
plan is recommended for those trying snowshoeing or
winter mountain activities for the first time.

Go sightseeing
in Shimane
wearing a kimono!

Dojo Sukui dancing

If you think this looks like a chilly experience, don’ t worry. The boats have
“kotatsu” , which are heated blankets and tables, so you can enjoy the

F ARE

Adults

(13 years and over)
https://asoview.com/en/act/156/

There are many other activities to enjoy in winter!

The San’ in region has a range of unique activities for you
to experience. These include humorous traditional
performing arts and wearing kimono. Please see the
following website for more details.

M O R E I N F O.

Wear a beautiful kimono as you enjoy sightseeing in
Matsue. The kimono adds a nice touch to the historic and
traditional townscape of Matsue. You can visit Matsue
Castle, a National Treasure, and Shiomi Nawate, a traditional street with samurai houses. The staff at the shop
will help you put the kimono on, so you can soon set off
sightseeing, even if it is your first time to wear kimono!

International visitors
(Individuals)

https://www.sanin-tourism.com/en/reserve
5

Samurai Residence

BURATTO
COURSE

Inaribashi

ふれあい広場
乗船場

Ugahashi

Kitahoribashi

Fureai Hiroba
Boarding Point

SCHEDULE
Mar. 1st - Jun. 30th
9:00 - 17:00

(15-minute intervals)

Jul. 1st - Aug. 31st
9:00 - 18:00

820 yen (Incl. tax)

Sep. 1st - Oct. 10th
9:00 - 17:00

(15-minute intervals)

Children

(6 years and over)

410 yen (Incl. tax)

Please see the following website for details.

MORE INFO.

Oct. 11th - Nov. 30th
9:00 - 16:00

about

Fumon-in bashi

Matsue History Museum

Kamedabashi
Matsue Castle

大手前広場
乗船場

(20-minute intervals)

Otemae Hiroba
Boarding Point

Shimane Prefectural
Products and
Tourist Center
Shimane Prefectural Library

Shimane Civic Center

Ryokujubashi

Ubeyabashi

Shin Yonagobashi
Higashi Kyohashi

about

Koubebashi

Karakoro Art Studio
Sakaebashi

Saiwaihashi
NORMAL
COURSE

50 min

Kyohashi

カラコロ広場
乗船場

IT TAKES ABOUT 50 min.
SEE THE COURSE ON THE WEB (Google Maps)

https://www.matsue-horikawameguri.jp/language/en/
6

Yonagobashi

Shimane Prefectural Ofﬁce

Shimane Prefectural Budokan
(Martial Arts Center)
Hanazonobashi

(15-minute intervals)

Dec. 1st - Feb. 28th
9:00 - 16:00

30 min

(Reservations required)

Kitasoumonbashi

(15-minute intervals)

https://asoview.com/en/act/133/
The laughter never stops during this experience, which is
great for relieving stress! The Dojo Sukui dance is loved
by everyone, from locals to overseas visitors. It features
comical facial expressions and subtle hip movements.
Come and give it a try and you will appreciate its appeal!

Shinhashi

scenery while warming your feet and body.

fresh snow. Walking where no one else has walked, while
stillness, is a special experience.

Shiominawate
Meimei-an Teahouse
Street
Tanabe Museum

Boat.

* International visitors
receive a discount.

listening to the rustle of trees and the sound of the wind in the

The boats have heated tables and blankets for your comfort.

Lafcadio Hearn Memorial Museum

Matsue Horikawa
Local Beer Center

digniﬁed atmosphere of the snowy landscape is not to be missed.
The boat passes under a number of bridges, some of which are so low that

Activities, such as skiing and snowboarding, are features of

winter.

It is easy to shape, so you can easily make a snowman.

Karakoro Hiroba
Boarding Point

SIGHTSEEING
BOAT

Mt. Daisen, the Chugoku region’ s highest mountain range, is located near Yonago Airport. It has many snow resorts.

HORIKAWA 堀川遊覧船

雪体験
SNOW ACTIVITIES

WINTER in SAN’IN
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